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In operation and management of the bank, information is benefit. Report form as 
a kind of generalized, sorted and counted information, is an important basis of 
banking services, management and internal control, which is the most valuable 
treasure. At present, the bank reports are important parts of management information 
and control information, therefore needing an advanced solution to the effective 
management and reuse. Electronic report system becomes an alternative to manual 
statements mode, which helps to lighten the statistic work of subbranch bank and 
management department, and provides subbranch bank managers and department 
managers a strong decision support. It meets the needs of the development of banking 
business, and greatly improves the work efficiency, and also lowers operating costs. 
This dissertation discusses about an application based on the .NET B/S 
architecture. This system uses SQLServer2005 as a database server. In this system, the 
functions are containing five main modules: reports configuration, platform login, 
administrators configuration, parameters configuration, log inspection. The most 
important part is the design and implementation of reports configuration, it covers the 
reports creation, modification, inquiring, deleting, authorization and other functions; 
Platform login module mainly includes the user password authentication, personnel 
information identification function; Administrator configuration module is the 
configuration management of reports administrator and platform administrator; 
Parameters configuration covers the business department custom reports parameters to 
customize the coefficients of the reports; Log module records the operation exception, 
database error, session error, operation log in the system running process. 
In the development of software application follows engineering specifications, 
which makes full use of the object-oriented analysis and design (OOA&OOD) and the 
advanced of the .NET system structure and B/S architecture. This system solves the 
difficult problems of bank business data statistics and sets up a new municipal branch 
level and unity electronic report system, covering all business needs of the data report. 
















researching historical data becoming more convenient than before. 
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